Yamaha 150 outboard wiring diagram

Wiring Collection. A first check out a circuit layout may be complicated, however if you can
check out a metro map, you could check out schematics. The objective coincides: receiving
from point A to aim B. Literally, a circuit is the course that allows electrical power to circulation.
If you recognize what to try to find, it ll come to be acquired behavior. While in the beginning
you ll simply read them, ultimately you will certainly begin producing your own. This overview
will reveal you a few of the typical symbols that you make certain to see in your future electric
design job. Voltage: Measured in volts V , voltage is the stress or force of power. This is
typically supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains electrical power, the outlets in your
home operate at V. Electrical outlets in other nations operate at a different voltage, which is why
you require a converter when traveling. Present: Current is the flow of electricity, or more
specifically, the circulation of electrons. It is gauged in Amperes Amps , and also can only move
when a voltage supply is attached. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines
just how quickly electrons can flow with a material. Products such as gold or copper, are called
conductors, as they conveniently enable circulation of movement low resistance. Plastic, wood,
as well as air are instances of insulators, preventing the motion of electrons high resistance. DC
Straight Current. DC is a constant flow of current in one instructions. DC can move not simply
through conductors, however semi-conductors, insulators, or even a vacuum cleaner. AC
Alternating Present. In Air Conditioner, the flow of current regularly rotates in between 2
directions, frequently creating a sine wave. Finishing an electrical design degree as well as after
that getting a work in the field implies you will see a whole lot a great deal a lot of these
schematics. It s vital to recognize exactly just what is going on with these. Starting to make
good sense? These are the fundamentals as well as could also seem apparent or user-friendly
to you, such as the cables and also if they are linked. Whenever you determine your particular
field of electric engineering, you may see a lot more intricate layouts and signs. You ll find out
also that various nations use various signs. Of the two symbols for resistors over, the very first
one is made use of in the U. You will certainly also find out about the different icons used for
buttons, other power products, inductors, meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, as well as
far more. Facebook Tweet Pin. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of yamaha outboard wiring
diagram pdf. A wiring diagram is a streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electric
circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power and also
signal connections in between the tools. A wiring diagram usually gives details regarding the
loved one position as well as plan of gadgets and terminals on the tools, to help in building or
servicing the tool. A pictorial representation would reveal a lot more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic notation to stress
affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is usually utilized to troubleshoot
problems as well as to make sure that the links have actually been made as well as that
whatever exists. Assortment of yamaha outboard wiring diagram pdf. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a
simple graph of the physical links and physical design of an electric system or circuit. It
demonstrates how the electric cords are interconnected and also could additionally show where
components and components could be linked to the system. Usage electrical wiring diagrams
to help in building or manufacturing the circuit or electronic tool. They are likewise helpful for
making repair work. Do It Yourself lovers utilize electrical wiring representations but they are
likewise usual in home building as well as auto repair work. For instance, a house contractor
will certainly want to confirm the physical location of electric outlets and lighting fixtures
utilizing a wiring diagram to prevent pricey errors as well as building code violations. A
schematic shows the strategy and also function for an electric circuit, however is not worried
about the physical format of the cords. Wiring diagrams reveal how the cords are attached and
also where they need to situated in the real gadget, as well as the physical links in between all
the parts. Unlike a photographic representation, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or simplified
shapes and lines to reveal elements. Pictorial layouts are frequently pictures with tags or
highly-detailed drawings of the physical parts. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it
implies the lines are connected. Most signs used on a wiring diagram look like abstract
variations of the real objects they represent. A switch will be a break in the line with a line at an
angle to the cable, a lot like a light switch you could flip on and off. A resistor will certainly be
stood for with a collection of squiggles symbolizing the limitation of current flow. An antenna is
a straight line with 3 small lines branching off at its end, just like an actual antenna. Yamaha atv
wiring diagram wire diagram wiring part diagrams for. Basic components 15 emu power trim
and tilt switch on bottom engine cowling the power trim and tilt switch is located on the side of
the bottom engine. Cm and a power of hp. All i have is the ignition switch and tachometer, no
trim meter. The information in the handbook consists of product specifications pertaining to the
outboard. Yamaha hpdi wiring diagram. Fuel injection system fuse For example, coin is invalid

at speed control mode. Related searches for yamaha vmax wiring diagram yamaha motorcycle
wiring diagramwiring diagram for yamaha driveyamaha outboard wiring diagramyamaha wiring
diagram fyamaha ignition wiring. Wiring diagram aet, laet, aet, aet authorized yamaha dealers
are notified periodically of modifications and significant changes in specifications symbols i to
n in an exploded diagram indicate the grade of the sealing or locking agent and the. Evinrude
ignition switch wiring diagram also sensor wiring diagram. Looking for wiring diagrams for
digital tachometer with trim indicators and warning signals. Abs control unit fuse 6. Yamaha
outboard i need help page. Click the diagram where you think your part is located. Yamaha
outboard wiring diagram inspirational yamaha remote. Color wiring diagram from the factory
manual for the dt1. Years to dx hp. You may find documents other than just manuals as we also
make available many user guides, specifications documents, promotional details. Outboard also
mercury outboard wiring diagram also. Full description on how to replace yamaha hp engine
and leg zincs. Yamaha vmax tilt trim repair youtube. Owner manuals offer all the information to
maintain your outboard motor. Authorized yamaha dealers are notified periodically of
modifications and significant changes in specifications and procedures, and these are Yamaha
wiring diagrams can be invaluable when troubleshooting or diagnosing electrical problems in
motorcycles. We make it easy for you to save money all year round, with our price discounts
and free shipping on qualified hp yamaha oem outboard parts. Mine had the plastic trip arm
break. Just need a outboard lower unit diagram please click on the appropriate picture listed
below. So without the trim meter, what should i do with the pink wire from the wiring. The use of
the word yamaha or any specific model designation is purely for informational purposes to
assist users of this site and in no way indicate any endorsement by or approval of this site by
yamaha motor corporation. Recherche wirring diagrams pour un yamaha hdpi 2 stroke ,
probleme pas de feu , les injecteurs ne marche pas et la pompe a gaz non plus. Hello, i am
looking for a user manual for my yamaha engine. View parts diagrams and shop online for fxa :
Cm and a power of hp. A yamaha outboard motor is a purchase of a lifetime and is the highest
rated in reliability. Top News Follow. Top News. Load comments. Quick Links. See also: Service
Manual , Owner's Manual. Table of Contents. It has been written to suit the needs of persons
who have a basic understanding of the mechanical and electrical concepts and procedures
inherent in the work, for without such knowledge attempted repairs or service to the equipment
could render it unsafe or unfit for use. Page 5 Predelivery checks Use the information below as
a guide for effective and quality service. Page 7: Symbols 7 Apply Yamaha 4-stroke motor oil A
Apply corrosion resistant grease 8 Apply gear oil Yamaha grease D 9 Apply water resistant
grease Yamaha grease A B Apply low temperature resistant grease 0 Apply molybdenum
disulfide grease Yamaha grease C Page 8: Safety While Working Parts, lubricants, and sealants
Use only genuine Yamaha parts, lubricants, and sealants or those recommended by Yamaha,
when servicing or repairing the out- board motor. Ventilation Gasoline vapor and exhaust gas
are heavier than air and extremely poisonous. Keep a supply of clean, lint-free cloths for wiping
up spills, etc. Use compressed air to remove dust and dirt during disassembly. Good working
practices Special service tools 2. Apply engine oil to the contact surfaces Use the
recommended special service tools of moving parts before assembly. This design produces
good engine balance and allows a compact design. Exhaust gas from each cylinder flows
directly into the exhaust manifold to obtain a compact design for the exhaust system. Page
Balancer INFO General information Balancer A two-piece balancer is used in the crankcase to
reduce the secondary forces of inertia produced by reciprocating pistons. The balancer shaft 1
is driven by the gear on the crankshaft. The balancer shaft 2 is driven by the gear on the
balancer shaft 1. The two counterrotating balancer shafts rotate at twice the speed of the
crankshaft and reduce the forces of inertia of the connecting rods and each balancer shaft.
Page Connecting Rod Features and benefits Connecting rod A direction mark for installing the
connecting rod to the crankshaft in the proper direction is on the connecting rod cap. The
direction mark should face the flywheel. The connecting rod and connecting rod cap are
manufactured as a single piece. Then, they are split using impact force. Intake air volume is
calculated according to engine speed, Intake air pressure, and throttle position, and then the
fuel injection volume is determined by the intake air volume to obtain a precise air and fuel ratio
under all operating conditions. Therefore, each fuel injector is identified by color because the
specifications of each fuel injector are different. This allows easier interchanging of Yamaha
outboards with the same classification because the mounting dimensions are the same. Page
Cooling System Features and benefits Cooling system The cooling water flow diagram is as
follows. To cool the propeller damper, the cooling system is designed so that fresh cooling
water is taken in from the front of the trim tab and supplied to the exhaust passage of the lower
case to cool the exhaust gas. Page 19 Features and benefits A dual oil drain system is adopted.
An oil drain bolt is located on the bottom of the oil pan. A long dipstick guide, which reaches

the bottom of the oil pan, can also be used to pump out the oil completely with an oil-extracting
tool. Page Fuel System INFO General information Fuel system A fuel pressure regulator is
incorporated onto the outlet of the electric fuel pump to obtain a compact design and simple
fuel delivery. Fuel discharged from the pressure regulator returns to the vapor separator after
being cooled in the fuel cooler. Page Rectifier Regulator Features and benefits Rectifier
Regulator A water-cooled Rectifier Regulator is incorporated onto the exhaust outer cover. This
allows for a compact engine design and produces a large electric current output for charging
the battery under low engine speed. Page Technical Tips The self-diagnostic function is
incorporated into the ECM, and can quickly detect a malfunction when a personal computer is
used with the optional software installed. Page Fail-Safe Control Technical tips Fail-safe control
If the electrical components malfunction, the ECM controls the ignition and fuel injection as
shown in the table. When a switch turns on, the engine speed is controlled as shown in the
table. Page Shift Cut Control Technical tips Shift cut control This outboard motor is equipped
with a shift cut control system for easier shifting. Check the engine oil level. To make the
delivery process smooth and efficient, the predelivery checks should be completed as
explained below. Checking the fuel system 1. Check that the fuel hoses are securely connected
and that the fuel tank is full with fuel. Check that the anti-cavitation plate is aligned with the
bottom of the boat. If the mounting height is too high, cavitation will occur and propulsion will
be reduced. Also, the engine speed will increase abnormally and cause the engine to overheat.
Check the steering friction for proper system adjustment. Check that the outboard motor tilts up
and down smoothly when operating the 2. Check that steering operates power trim and tilt unit.
Check that cooling water is discharged from the cooling water pilot hole. Check for water in the
gear oil. Check for fuel leakage in the cowling. Test run 1. Page 41 Maintenance specification
Clamp bracket mm in 7. Page 45 Periodic checks and adjustments Special service tools Page
Chk Adj Periodic checks and adjustments Special service tools Oil filter wrench Digital
tachometer Timing light Leakage tester 63P3F Adjust the maintenance intervals according to
the operating conditions of the outboard motor. Initial Every Refer to Item Remarks 10 hours 50
hours hours hours Check the fitting by pushing the cowling with both hands. Adjust if
necessary. S63P Fuel system Checking the fuel joint and fuel hoses fuel joint-to-fuel injector 1.
Remove the spark plug wire cover. Start the engine, warm it up, and then turn it off. Remove the
engine oil dipstick and oil filler cap 1. NOTE: Be sure not to spill any fuel when removing the
fuel filter cup. Install the oil filler cap and dipstick, and Recommended engine oil: then start the
engine and warm it up for 5 4-stroke motor oil minutes. Pour the specified amount of the recommended engine oil into the oil filler hole. Page Checking The Thermostat Periodic checks and
adjustments 4. Check the spark plug gap a. Adjust if out 3. Suspend the thermostat in a
container of of specification. Place a thermometer in the water and slowly heat the water. Check
the cooling water inlet cover 1 and cooling water inlet for clogs. Clean if necessary. Page 54
Periodic checks and adjustments 4. Turn throttle lever 1 7 and the throttle cam 8
counterclockwise so that they are in the positions shown in the illustration. S63P S63P 5. Check
that the throttle valves are fully NOTE: closed, and then adjust the throttle link If there is no
clearance, loosen the locknut 4 rod joint to align its hole with the ball joint 9 on throttle lever 1.
Contact the stopper 0 on the throttle Adjusting the throttle link and lever 2 to the fully closed
stopper A on throttle cable operation the cylinder block and check that throttle using a
thickness gauge cam roller B is aligned with the align- 1. Operate throttle lever 2 to check that
the throttle valves fully close and fully open. The throttle valves are fully open when the throttle
cam roller 8 is within the range b shown in the illustration. Adjust the position of the shift cable
joint Digital tachometer: until its hole is aligned with the set pin. Attach the special service tool
to spark plug wire 1. Fully tilt the outboard motor up and down Otherwise, the outboard motor
could sud- a few times and check the entire trim and denly lower if the power trim and tilt unit
Check the oil for metal and discoloration, and its viscosity. Check the internal parts of the lower
case if necessary. Insert a gear oil tube or gear oil pump into the drain hole and slowly fill the
gear oil until oil flows out of the check hole and no air bubbles are visible. Remove the check
screw 1, and then install the special service tool. S69J General Checking the anodes 1. Check
the anodes and trim tab for scales, grease, or oil. Leakage tester: 2. Apply low temperature
resistant grease to the areas shown. S63P S63P 3. Apply corrosion resistant grease to the S60X
areas shown. S60X S60X Apply the specified positive pressure and check that there is no air
leakage. Disas- 1. Place a drain pan under the fuel hose semble the fuel pump if necessary.
Remove the cap 1. Connect the fuel pressure gauge to the make sure that the drain screw is
tight- pressure check valve. Check the needle valve for bends or wear. Replace if necessary.
Cover the pressure check valve a of the fuel rail with a rag, and then press in the pressure
check valve a using a thin screwdriver to release the fuel pressure. Turn the synchronizing
screw 5 so that 1. Remove the intake silencer. Disconnect the throttle joint link rod 1 is within 4

kPa 30 mmHg based on the from the throttle lever 1. Digital circuit tester: S63P 4. Install the
throttle joint link rod 3 so the throttle cam roller 4 is aligned with the alignment mark a as
shown. S63P NOTE: Make sure that the throttle position sensor output voltage does not change
when install- ing the throttle joint link rod. Page 85 Cylinder block Page 87 Special service tools
Valve guide reamer Piston ring compressor Valve seat cutter holder Valve seat cutter , , , Needle
bearing attachment , Driver rod L3 63P3F Connect the test harness 3 pins to the 1. Remove the
flywheel magnet cover and oil pressure sensor. Start the engine and warm it up for 5 min- 2.
Check the intake valve clearance for cyl- 9. Using a hexagon wrench, turn the timing belt
tensioner 4 clockwise to push the inders 1 and 2, and exhaust valve clearance for cylinders 1
and 3. Page 99 Power unit Install the necessary valve shim into the valve lifter. Install the
camshafts into the cylinder head with new oil seals. Remove the camshafts. Remove the valve
shim 7 from the valve lifter 8 using compressed air. Install the camshaft caps, and then tighten
them to the specified torques in driven sprockets are aligned. Adjust if two stages and in the
sequence shown in necessary. Check the valve clearances. Install the spark plugs, and then
tighten them to the specified torque. Install the cylinder head cover bolts, and then tighten them
to the specified torques in two stages. Remove the flywheel magnet. NOTE: Leave the pin
inserted into the timing belt tensioner until the timing belt has been Install a new timing belt 7
from the drive sprocket side with its part number in the upright position, turn the belt a half turn
counterclockwise to align it, and then remove the pin 6. Install the flywheel magnet. Disconnect
the battery leads 1. S63P S63P 7. Disconnect the PTT switch coupler, shift 3. Disconnect the
throttle cable 2 and shift cut switch coupler, neutral switch cou- cable 3. Oil filter wrench:
Removing the timing belt and sprockets 1. Using a hexagon wrench, turn the timing Checking
the timing belt and belt tensioner 1 clockwise to push the sprockets timing belt, increase
strength gradually, 1. Install the timing belt 5 from the drive sprocket side with its part number
in the SB upright position, turn the belt a half turn counterclockwise to align it, and then remove
the pin 6. Remove the intake valve and exhaust valves. Remove the camshaft caps in the
sequence shown. S63P 2. Remove the camshafts and cylinder head bolts in the sequence
shown. NOTE: Be sure to keep the valves, springs, and other parts in the order as they were
removed. Measure the valve spring tilt b. Replace Valve stem diameter b: if out of specification.
Intake: 5. Measure the valve stem runout. Replace if out of specification. Valve spring tilt limit b:
1. Replace the valve guide if out of specification. Insert the special service tool into the valve
guide 2, and then ream the valve stem diameter: Intake and exhaust Eliminate carbon deposits
from the valve with a scraper. Lap the valve slowly on the valve seat with a valve lapper
commercially avail- able as shown. Be sure to b Previous contact width turn the cutter evenly
downward at a pres- c Specified contact width Eliminate carbon deposits from the com- bustion
chambers and check for deterio- ration. Check the cylinder head warpage using a straightedge 1
and thickness gauge 2 in seven directions as shown. Install the valve 2, valve spring 3, and
valve spring retainer 4 in the sequence shown, and then attach the special ser- vice tool.
Installing the cylinder head 1. Page Cylinder head 3. Remove the cover 1 and thermostat 2.
Install a new gasket and the pressure control valve, and then tighten the bolts. S63P S63P 2.
Remove the exhaust cover bolts in the sequence shown. Remove the oil pump. Calculate the
out-of-round limit. Replace the cylinder block if out of specification. Out-of-round limit:
measuring point a â€”D measuring point c â€”D 0. Replace the piston and piston rings as a set,
or the cylinder block, or all parts if Piston diameter a: out of specification. Level the piston ring
1 in the cylinder Piston ring groove: with a piston crown. Top ring a: 3. Check the piston ring
end gap d at the 1. Check the teeth of the crankshaft gear 3. Clean the bearings and the
connecting rod. Install the upper bearing into the con- necting rod 1 and the lower bearing into
the connecting rod cap 2. Check the crankpin mark b on the 6. Select the suitable color c for the
con- NOTE: necting rod bearing from the table. When replacing the main bearing, select the
suitable bearing as follows. Check the crankshaft journal mark a on the crankshaft and the
cylinder block mark b on the cylinder block. Select the suitable color c for the main bearing
from the table. S63P Cylinder block mark b Checking the oil pump 1. Check the gear teeth for
cracks or wear and the oil pump case for scratches. Replace the oil pump assembly if necessary. Install the upper bearing into the con- necting rod 4 and the lower bearing into the
connecting rod cap 5. Apply engine oil to the inner oil seal before installation. Piston ring
compressor: 9. Install the connecting rod caps 5 to the connecting rods, and then tighten the
connecting rod bolts to the specified torques in three stages. Page Cylinder block Apply sealant
to the mating surface of After installing the balancer assembly the balancer assembly. NOTE:
Do not get any sealant inside the balancer assembly. Before installing the oil filter, be sure to fill
it with engine oil through the oil pas- sage j of the oil filter bracket. S63P5B20 Install the oil filter,
and then tighten it to the specified torque using a Page Cylinder block 6. Connect the fuel hose
8. S63P5B80 7. Connect the PTT motor leads 9, and then install the junction box cover. Connect

the battery leads B. Install all parts removed during disas- sembly. Page Lower unit counter
rotation model Page Lower Unit LOWR Lower unit Special service tools Ring nut wrench 4
Bearing separator Ring nut wrench extension Stopper guide stand Bearing housing puller claw
L Bearing puller assembly Stopper guide plate Needle bearing attachment , , , Center bolt Page
Special service tools Driver rod SS Bearing outer race puller assembly Bearing depth plate Ball
bearing attachment , , Bearing inner race attachment Bearing outer race attachment , Drive shaft
holder 6 Driver rod LL Pinion nut holder Drain the gear oil. Set the gear shift to the neutral
position, and place a block of wood between the anti-cavitation plate and propeller to keep the
propeller from turning, and then remove the propeller nut and propeller. Check the water pump
housing for defor- mation. S69J S69J 2. Check the impeller 1 and insert car- tridge 2 for cracks
or wear. S63P 3. Page Propeller Shaft Housing Regular Rotation Model Propeller shaft housing
regular rotation model Removing the propeller shaft housing assembly 1. Straighten the claw
washer tabs a, and then remove the ring nut and claw washer. Disassembling the propeller shaft
housing 1. Remove the reverse gear and thrust washer. Remove the ball bearing. Check the
teeth and dogs of the reverse gear for cracks or wear. Replace the gear if necessary. Stopper
guide plate 5: S62Y Stopper guide stand 6: 3. Check the bearings for pitting or rum- Bearing
puller assembly 7: bling. Install the thrust washer 5 and new ball bearing 6 onto the reverse gear
7 using a press. NOTE: Install the ball bearing with the manufacture identification mark e facing
outward propel- ler side. Needle bearing attachment 8: 4. Remove the drive shaft, drive shaft
hous- ing, and pinion, and then pull out the for- ward gear. S68SJ Drive shaft holder 6 1: Pinion
nut holder Bearing outer race puller assembly 1: 2. Remove the needle bearing. Checking the
drive shaft 1. Check the drive shaft for bends or wear. Ball bearing attachment 2: Driver rod LL
3: Install the original shim s and taper roller Apply gear oil or grease to the needle bear- bearing
outer race. Assembling the forward gear 1. Install new needle bearings into the for- ward gear to
the specified depth. Install the drive shaft housing 1, thrust bearing 2, and original shim s 3 onto
the drive shaft 4. Install the washer 1 and propeller shaft assembly 2 into the propeller shaft
housing assembly 3. Apply grease to a new O-ring, and then install it onto the propeller shaft
housing. Install the new O-ring D and pump hous- ing assembly E into the lower case, tighten
the bolts F, and then install the seal G and cover H. Shift rod push arm: 3. Install the two dowels
1 into the lower unit. Page Drive shaft and lower case regular rotation model 6. Install the
propeller and propeller nut, Propeller nut 5: and then tighten the nut finger tight. Calculate the
pinion shim thickness T3 Example: as shown in the examples below. Selecting the forward gear
shims 1. Install the ball bearing, thrust washer, and reverse gear onto the propeller shaft
housing. Measure the gear height M2 from the thrust washer on the propeller shaft housing.
Slowly turn the drive shaft clockwise and counterclockwise and measure the back- lash when
the drive shaft stops in each direction. Reverse gear backlash: 0. Add or remove shim s if out of
specifica- tion. Page Removing The Propeller Shaft Housing Assembly Propeller shaft housing
counter rotation model Removing the propeller shaft housing assembly 1. S63P Disassembling
the forward gear Ring nut wrench 4 1: 1. Remove the bearing outer race, taper Ring nut wrench
extension 2: roller bearing, and thrust washer from the forward gear. Check the bearings for
pitting or rum- bling. Remove the oil seals and needle bear- ing. S69J Checking the propeller
shaft 1. Check the propeller shaft for bends or Needle bearing attachment 1: wear. Page
Propeller shaft housing counter rotation model Depth d: 4. Install the original shim s 5 and
thrust bearing 6 with the propeller shaft into the propeller shaft housing. Install the thrust
washer 0, forward gear A, and dog clutch B using a press. Ring nut wrench 9: 6. Remove the
drive shaft assembly and pinion, and then pull out the reverse gear and thrust bearing. Remove
the needle bearings from the Drive shaft holder 6 1: reverse gear using a chisel. Remove the
needle bearing from the lower case. S69J Checking the lower case 1. Check the skeg and
torpedo for cracks or Ball bearing attachment 3: damage. Replace the lower case if nec- essary.
Driver rod LL 4: Checking the pinion and reverse gear 1. Install the needle bearing outer case
into Depth a: the lower case. Install the roller bearing inner race into the reverse gear using a
press. NOTE: Apply gear oil to the needle bearing outer case before installation. Apply grease to
new oil seals, and then 3. Install the sleeve, drive shaft, and drive install them into the drive
shaft housing shaft housing into the lower case, then to the specified depth. Tighten the ring
nut to the specified torque. Align the insert cartridge projections b with the holes c in the pump
housing. Align the groove in the impeller 5 with the Woodruff key 6, and then install the impeller
onto the drive shaft. Set the gear shift to the neutral position at the lower unit. Align the center
of the set pin a with the mark b on the bottom cowling. Turn the thrust bearing 1 two or three
times to seat the roller bearing 2, and then measure the bearing height M1 as shown. Page
Selecting The Propeller Shaft Shims Shimming counter rotation model Shimming plate 3:
Available shim thicknesses: Digital caliper 4: 0. Install the thrust bearing 4 onto the pro- 4.
Round the numerals for the propeller peller shaft 5, and then measure the shaft shim s T4 as

follows. Measure the propeller shaft free play. Repeat steps 1â€”7 if out of specification. NOTE:
Tighten the center bolt while turning the drive shaft until the drive shaft can no longer be
Propeller shaft free play: turned. Set the lower unit upside down. Remove the special service
tools from the propeller shaft. Install the propeller 8, the spacer 9 without the washer 0 , then the
washer A as shown. Remove the special service tools, and then install the water pump
assembly. Turn the shift rod to the reverse position c with the shift rod push arm. Page Draining
The Engine Oil Upper case, steering arm, swivel bracket and clamp brackets Draining the
engine oil 1. Place a drain pan under the drain hole, and then remove the drain bolt 1 and let the
oil drain completely. Remove the upper and lower mounting nut, and then remove the upper
case. Install the oil pan 4, and then tighten the bolts finger tight. Install the exhaust manifold 5
and bolts, and then tighten the bolts finger tight. Remove the steering arm from the swivel
Muffler assembly bolt C: bracket by pulling the arm off the bracket. Install the steering yoke 9 to
the steer- Installing the upper case ing arm 3 by aligning the center a of 1. Install the upper and
lower mounting the yoke with the center b of the steer- bolts into the swivel bracket 1 simultaing arm. Remove the power trim and tilt unit. Install the power trim and tilt unit, then 2. Remove
the bolt and disconnect the ground lead at the bottom of the power 1. Fully tilt the outboard
motor up, and then support it with the tilt stop lever 1. Install the reservoir cap, and then tighten
it to the specified torque. Reservoir cap: 0. Fully extend the trim and tilt rams. Connect the PTT
motor leads to the bat- tery terminals to fully retract the trim and tilt rams. Remove the reservoir
cap, and then Light green Lg check the fluid level. Connect the PTT motor leads to the batNOTE: tery terminals to fully retract the trim and Quickly install the manual valve before any tilt
rams, and then measure the hydraulic fluid flows out of the hole. Remove the lead holder 1 and
rubber 7. Remove the screw, disconnect the PTT spacers 2 from the stator, and then slide motor
lead light green 5, and then remove the brushes 6. Page Power trim and tilt unit 2. Check the
brush and circuit breaker for continuity. Replace if there is no continu- ity. Armature continuity
3. Hold the power trim and tilt unit in a vise using aluminum plates a on both sides. Connect the
PTT motor leads 1, and then tighten the screws 2. Drain the fluid from the reservoir and check it
for damage. Replace if neces- sary. Check the reservoir cap and O-ring for damage.
Disassembling the gear pump housing 1. Remove the gear pump housing. Remove the main
valves. Checking the gear pump 1. Clean all the valves, pistons, and balls, and then check them
for damage or wear. Check the filters for damage or clogs. Check the drive gears for damage or
wear. Install new O-rings 6 onto the main 5. Install the gear pump cover B into the valves 7, and
then install the main gear pump housing, and then tighten the valves into the gear pump
housing. Cover the tilt cylinder opening with a clean cloth 1, and then blow com- trim cylinder
pressed air through the hole a to 1. Loosen the tilt cylinder end screw, and remove the free
piston 2. Check the tilt ram for bends or excessive corrosion. Polish with to grit cylinder
sandpaper if there is light rust or replace 1. Disassemble the tilt piston assembly. Install the new
dust seal 1 and new O- rings 2 and 3 onto the tilt cylinder end screw. Install a new backup ring E
and a new O-ring F onto the free piston D. Fill the trim cylinders with the recom- mended fluid to
the correct level through unit holes b and c, and d as shown. Fill the tilt cylinder with the
specified amount recommended fluid Install the trim piston assemblies into the trim cylinders,
and then tighten the trim cylinder end screws to the specified torque. Install the O-ring into the
reservoir cap. Page Power trim and tilt unit Install the tilt piston assembly into the tilt Fill the
gear pump housing with the rec- cylinder, and then tighten the tilt cylinder ommended fluid to
the correct level as end screw to the specified torque. Remove the reservoir cap, and then
NOTE: check the fluid level in the reservoir. If the fluid is at the correct level, the fluid should
overflow out of the filler hole when the NOTE: If the fluid is at the correct level, the fluid
reservoir cap is removed. Install the collars. Lift the power trim and tilt unit up, and then install
the upper mounting shaft. Fully turn the manual valve counterclock- sure to support it with the
tilt stop lever. Otherwise, the outboard motor could sud- denly lower if the power trim and tilt
unit should lose fluid pressure. Connect the light green Lg lead to the positive battery terminal
and the black 1. Check the fuse for continuity. Replace if B lead to the negative battery terminal
there is no continuity. Measure the trim sensor resistance. NOTE: Turn the lever 1 and measure
the resistance as it gradually changes. Page Electrical Systems â€” ELEC Electrical systems
Special service tools Ignition tester Test harness 3 pins Digital circuit tester Test harness 3 pins
Peak voltage adapter B Test harness 3 pins Test harness 2 pins Test harness 3 pins 63P3F Page
Checking The Ecm Ignition and ignition control system 3. Measure the pulser coil output peak
volt- Ignition coil resistance: age. Replace the pulser coil if below Primary coil: specification.
Remove the flywheel magnet cover. Place the intake air temperature sensor in a container of
water and slowly heat 2. Connect the test harness 3 pins to the the water. Check the neutral
switch for continuity. Replace if there is no continuity. Page Checking The Injectors Checking
the main relay 1. Remove the fuse holder cover, and then remove the fuse holder. Check the

fuses for continuity. S69J Checking the starter relay 1. Connect the digital circuit tester leads to
the starter relay terminals. Connect the positive battery terminal to the brown Br lead. Slide the
pinion stopper 1 down as shown, and then remove the clip 2. Measure commutator diameter.
Replace the armature if out of specifica- tion. NOTE: Remove the clip with a thin screwdriver.
Checking the starter motor pinion 1. Check armature continuity. Replace if out of specifications.
Brush continuity Brush 1 â€” Brush 2 No continuity Checking the magnet switch 1. Connect the
tester leads between the magnet switch terminals as shown. Measure the Rectifier Regulator
output peak voltage. If below specification, mea- 1. Disconnect the stator coil coupler. Connect
the test harness 3 pins to the Replace the Rectifier Regulator if the out- stator coil. Page
Yamaha Diagnostic System Introduction Features The newly developed Yamaha Diagnostic
System provides quicker detection and analysis of engine malfunctions for quicker
troubleshooting procedures than traditional methods. Also, make sure that specified fuel has
been used and that the battery is fully charged. Page Power unit Is there continuity? Replace
the starter relay. Check the wiring harness for continuity. Repair or replace the wiring har- Is
there continuity? Disassemble and check the starter motor. Clean, adjust, or replace the Good
condition? Check the ignition spark using the spark gap tester. Page Power unit Repair or
replace the spark plug Good condition? Check the main relay for conti- nuity. Is there
continuity? Replace the main relay. Check the ECM output peak voltage. Fuel system Check the
electric fuel pump operation. Can the opera- Check the fuse holder, fuse, tion sound be and
wiring harness for continu Check the fuel pump diaphragm. Cracks or damage? Replace the
diaphragm. Check the vapor separator needle valve. Is the needle valve Replace the needle
valve. Check the injector resistance and check the injectors for clogs. Page Power unit
Symptom 2: Engine speed at wide open throttle is low, engine speed decreases, or engine stalls
poor acceleration or poor deceleration. Check the battery lead connec- tions and check that the
ground lead bolt is not loose or that it has not come off. Can the opera- Check the fuse holder,
fuse, tion sound be and wiring harness for continu- heard? Check the vapor separator nee- dle
valve. Check the vapor separator pressure regulator. Good condition? Replace the pressure
regulator. Page Power unit Lubrication system Check the engine oil level. Add engine oil to the
correct At specified level? Check the oil pressure. Check the oil pump for debris or Within
specification? Check the oil Debris or leaks? Check the throttle position sen- sor and check that
the connec- tor is securely connected. Repair or replace the defective Good condition? Page
Power unit Ignition system Check the condition of the spark plugs. Page Power unit Symptom 4:
Hunting occurs. Check the throttle valve opening of each cylinder. Are the throttle Synchroni
nissan sentra parts diagram
2005 toyota camry motor
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ze the throttle valves valves open or replace the defective parts. Adjust the throttle cable.
Symptom 5: Engine speed rises even when the throttle position is fixed. Check the throttle cable
operation. Connect the special service tool to the outboard motor as shown. Page
Self-diagnosis Code Symptom Normal Incorrect pulser coil signal Incorrect engine temperature
sensor signal Incorrect throttle position sensor signal Incorrect battery voltage Incorrect intake
air temperature sensor signal Incorrect neutral switch signal Incorrect intake air pressure
sensor signal Incorrect idle speed control signal Incorrect oil pressure sensor signal Page Index
Numerics 64E type power trim and tilt unit Page Index Checking the injectors Page Index ECM
Page Index Removing the steering arm Printed in the Netherlands Jul. This manual is also
suitable for: Fla. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

